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Abstract. In open multi-agent systems, in which components are autonomous and het-
erogeneous, trust is crucial. This paper presents a law-governed mechanism to ensure 
trust and augment reliability in open systems. The mechanism is based on governing 
the interactions within the system. This is a non-intrusive method, which allows free 
development of agents for open systems – they must only follow the protocols speci-
fied for the system. This paper gives a complete example of the law government ap-
proach, using a real open system environment for supply chain management. In this 
paper, the XMLaw description language was extended to specify the characteristics of 
the Trading Agent Competition – Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) domain and 
these new features have been mapped to a mechanism that interprets the descriptions 
and analyzes the compliance of the software agents that inhabit the open software sys-
tem to its laws. Using this specification, a supply chain management application based 
on TAC-SCM’s description was developed.  

Keywords: Multi-agent systems, interaction protocols, open systems, laws, software 
engineering. 

Resumo. Sistemas multi-agentes podem apresentar componentes autônomos e hetero-
gêneos, portanto garantir confiabilidade é fundamental. Este artigo apresenta um me-
canismo de governança de leis para garantir e aumentar a confiabilidade em sistemas 
abertos. Este mecanismo se baseia na governança de interações do sistema. Este é um 
método não intrusivo, que permite o desenvolvimento independente de agentes – eles 
precisam somente respeitar a especificação do protocolo. Este artigo apresenta um e-
xemplo completo de uma abordagem de governança de leis, utilizando um sistema a-
berto do domínio de aplicação de gestão de cadeias de suprimentos. Neste artigo, a 
linguagem de descrição XMLaw foi estendida para atender aos requisitos do domínio 
representado pela aplicação TAC SCM (Trading Agent Competition – Supply Chain 
Management) e estas novas funcionalidades foram mapeadas para um mecanismo que 
interpreta as descrições e analisa a conformidade dos agentes de software que habitam 
o sistema aberto, segundo as leis previamente definidas. Utilizando esta especificação, 
um sistema de gestão de cadeia de suprimentos baseado na descrição de TAC – SCM 
foi desenvolvido.  

Palavras-chave: Sistemas multi-agentes, protocolos de interação, sistemas abertos, leis, 
engenharia de software. 
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1  Introduction 

Nowadays, openness is a characteristic that is crucial for software. Open systems are 

environments where autonomous distributed components interact to fulfill their goals. 

These components may enter and leave the environment freely, and they may even 

have conflicting interests [9]. Openness has led to software systems that have no cen-

tralized control [1] and thus can present an emergent or even unpredictable behavior. 

Multi-agent auction systems are examples of such open and distributed applications [3, 

16]. 

Software agent technology is considered a promising approach for the devel-

opment of such open applications due to properties such as autonomy, adaptation, dis-

tribution and heterogeneity that they possess [15]. The specification of open multi-

agent systems (open MAS) includes the definition of agent roles and any other restric-

tions that the environment imposes on an agent to allow it to enter and participate in 

conversations. 

Open system components are often autonomous; thus, sometimes they may be-

have unpredictably and unforeseen situations may arise. Agents are therefore faced 

with significant degrees of uncertainty for making decisions since it is very hard to de-

vise all the possible situations that may arise in the execution context. Taming this un-

certainty is a key issue for open software development. In such circumstances, trust is a 

strategy for dealing with uncertainty associated with interactions in open systems. In 

this work, trust in open software systems is achieved by the development of interaction 

laws. Interaction laws are restrictions imposed by the environment to tame uncertainty 

and to promote open system dependability [11], thus defining what and when some-

thing can happen in an open system. These laws must be enforced to delimit tolerated 

autonomous behavior and are also used to foster the development of trusted systems. 

The bottom line is that laws are used to represent the valid interactions in open MAS 

applications.  

There are many approaches that can be used to govern open multi-agent sys-

tems based on laws [8, 10, 12]. Governance means that laws and any other form of 

specification can be enforced dynamically at application runtime. One of these ap-

proaches is the e-Governance [7]. This work presents a law-governed approach based 
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on the application of interaction laws expressed in the XMLaw description language 

[11], which allows for the runtime verification of agents compliance based on a law-

governed mechanism. 

To illustrate the applicability of our law-governed approach, we have devel-

oped a prototype based on the specification of the Trading Agent Competition - Supply 

Chain Management (TAC SCM) [4]. The TAC SCM provides some requirements in the 

form of rules concerning the interactions in the environment. In this example, we dis-

cuss how open MAS specifications can be represented as laws that structurally define 

the boundary among software agents in an interaction protocol. The goal of this study 

is to approach the TAC SCM structure by considering it an open system, and through 

the analysis of its description. We aim to specify the interaction concerns and then pro-

vide a means to verify the compliance of agents with the rules that govern the open 

system. The main purpose of the current investigation is not to contribute to TAC SCM 

evolution as a realistic open system for B2B trading, but rather to show that it is possi-

ble to productively specify, analyze and develop open software systems using interac-

tion laws. 

The paper’s contributions are twofold: the extension of XMLaw and the imple-

mentation of a relevant application using this approach. The XMLaw description lan-

guage was extended to specify the characteristics of TAC SCM domain and these im-

provements were mapped to a mechanism that interprets those descriptions and ana-

lyzes the compliance of software agents that inhabit the open software system with the 

rules of the environment. In this paper, the extensions of XMLaw include a better ex-

planation and definition of usage semantics of permission, prohibition and obligation 

norms; norms now can be indirectly verifiable by introducing extra resources in a con-

text (e.g. data structures or constraints), for instance, restrictions can disable norms 

temporarily by checking elements in the norm’s context; a norm can be required to be 

deactivated to enter a scene or even to fire a transition; and it is possible to specify the 

maximum number of participants of a specific role in a scene. 

Finally, a supply chain management application based on TAC-SCM’s descrip-

tion [4] was developed. TAC SCM was chosen as a case study because it is a relevant, 

well-known 1large scale open system application based on independent agents that 

                                                      
1 At least within the agent community 
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can benefit from the use of proper engineering concepts for its specification and con-

struction. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the law-governed approach, 

its architecture and the XMLaw description language. In Section 3, we discuss the 

TAC-SCM 2005’s edition requirements and rules. Section 4 briefly describes the 2005´s 

TAC SCM edition using our approach. Related work is described in Section 5. Finally, 

we evaluate this approach and describe some future work and our conclusions in Sec-

tion 6. 

2  Governing Interactions in Open Systems 

In open MAS, distributed software agents are independently implemented, i.e., the de-

velopment takes place without a centralized control. In order to achieve a coherent sys-

tem, we assume that every agent developer may have an a priori access to the open 

system specification, including the protocol description and the interaction laws. In this 

scenario, law-governed architectures can be designed to guarantee that the specifica-

tions will be obeyed. 

In this kind of architecture, a mediator is needed to intercept messages and in-

terpret the laws that were previously described. In fact, to provide a scalable solution, 

this approach needs to consider the existence of a pool of mediators. As more clients 

interact within the system, additional mediator’s instances can be added to improve 

throughput. The core of a law-governed approach is the mechanism used by the me-

diators to monitor the conversations between components. We have developed a soft-

ware support [12] that when necessary permits the extending of this basic infrastruc-

ture to fulfill any open system requirements or interoperability concerns.  

Besides monitoring the conversation of agents, we need to specify the interac-

tion rules that will govern this mediation. In this section, we explain the description 

language XMLaw [11]. XMLaw is used to represent the interaction rules of an open 

system specification. Those rules are interpreted by a mechanism that at runtime is 

used to analyze the compliance of open MAS with interaction laws. We have made 

some extensions to XMLaw during this experiment and we explain below the resulting 

language. 
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XMLaw represents the structure and the relationships of important law elements (Fig 

1), describing a law specification. Law elements are interrelated in a way that makes it 

possible to specify interaction protocols using time restrictions, norms or even time 

sensitive norms. The composition and interrelationship among law elements is accom-

plished through events (Fig 2). One law element can generate events to signal some-

thing to other elements. Likewise, other elements can sense events for many purposes – 

for instance, activating or deactivating themselves. 

 

Fig 1 XMLaw Conceptual Model 

 

 
Fig 2 Law Elements and Events 

Basically, we can understand the dynamic of law elements as a chain of events 

that are related as causes and consequences. An event can activate a law element; this 

law element can generate other events, and so on. For example (Fig 3), the arrival of a 

message activates a transition (transition activation event), which activates a clock 

(clock activation event), which generates a clock tick, and the clock tick activates a 

norm (norm activation event). Below, we give a detailed description of each law ele-

ment in Fig 1 and its XMLaw structure to specify interactions in open MAS. 

Message arrival Transition activation Clock activation Clock tick Norm activation

time
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Fig 3 Chain of Events 

2.1  Agents Communicating in a Scene 

Inspired by electronic institutions [8], XMLaw uses scenes as abstractions to help or-

ganize interactions [11]. A scene defines a common interaction context to be shared by 

the agents. Scenes specify patterns of allowed interaction of agents. For instance, a sce-

ne may specify how agents must interact in an auction room. Scenes (Code Segment 1) 

are composed of the tags Creators, Messages, Protocol, Clocks, Actions, Norms, Ac-

tiveNorms and DeActivatedNorms. 

A Scene has ActiveNorms and DeActivatedNorms elements representing all the 

norms that must be active or deactivated in order to enter into a scene. The tag Crea-

tors defines which agent roles can create an instance of this scene. The tag Entrance de-

fines in which state of an interaction protocol an agent role can enter a scene execution. 

The tag Messages defines all possible message patterns. The tag Protocol specifies the 

interaction protocol for this scene. The tag Clocks defines all the clocks that are valid 

for this scene. The tag Norms contains the specification of the norms that can be trig-

gered in this scene. Finally, the tag Actions brings the definition of all actions that can 

be triggered by events that occur in this scene. 

<Scene id="anSceneID"> 

 <ActiveNorms>...</ActiveNorms> 

 <DeActivatedNorms>...</DeActivatedNorms> 

 <Creators> 

      <Creator agent="any" role="any"/> 

 </Creators> 

 <Entrance> 

      <Participant agent="any" role="anAgentRole"> 

         <States>...</States> 

      </Participant> 

 </Entrance> 

 <Messages>...</Messages> 

 <Protocol>...</Protocol> 

 <Clocks>...</Clocks> 

 <Norms>...</Norms> 

 <Actions>...</Actions> 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 1 Scene Structure 

Our law-governed approach considers an agent (Agent element) as any distributed 

entity able to communicate with other agents through the exchange of messages (Mes-

sage element). In our model, an agent is described as attributes of scenes and it is pos-
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sible to define the attribute role as an identification of an agent type in a law specifica-

tion. An agent role represents how an agent is viewed at the organizational level. The 

Creators, Participant and Message elements make reference to agent roles (Code Seg-

ment 2). When a role attribute has the value “any”, it means that any agent can be used 

in that context. Besides, it is possible to specify the maximum number of participants of 

a specific role in a scene using the attribute limit (Code Segment 2). 

The Message element specifies all the patterns of messages that are used in the pro-

tocol specification. Protocols use these patterns to specify transitions. The template at-

tribute is a message pattern that specifies the structure of instances of a valid Message 

element (Code Segment 2). 

<Scene id="SceneID" time-to-live="infinity"> 

   <Creators> 

      <Creator role="any"/> 

   </Creators> 

   <Entrance> 

      <Participant role="aRole" limit="1">...</Participant> 

   </Entrance> 

   <Messages> 

      <Message id="aMessageId" 

         template="message( performative, 

                            sender(SenderName,SenderRole), 

                            receiver(ReceiverName,ReceiverRole), 

                            content(SomeContent) )."/> 

   </Messages> 

   ... 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 2 References to agent roles 

2.2  An Approach Based on State Machines 

Interaction protocols define the valid interactions in which software agents participate 

and the context in which the exchanged information must be interpreted. We represent 

protocols as non-deterministic automata, where states represent snapshots of the pro-

tocol execution and transitions are the link between the states (Code Segment 3). 

<Protocol> 

  <States> ... </States> 

  <Transitions> ... </Transitions> 

</Protocol> 

Code Segment 3 Protocol Structure 

Protocol transitions are triggered by events – for instance, the message arrival or a 

clock-tick. It is important to notice that the attributes from and to (Code Segment 4) are ref-
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erences to states specified in the States element (Code Segment 3), and the message-ref is 

also a reference to a message template specified in the Message element (Code Segment 2). 

A transition activation event is fired only if the message that originated the message 

arrival event satisfies the pattern specified in the template attribute (Code Segment 2); and 

all the required enabled norms are active (ActiveNorms tag in Code Segment 4); and all the 

required disabled norms are not active (DeActivatedNorms tag in Code Segment 4). 

<Transition id="anId" 

            from="anStateId" 

            to="anotherStateId" 

            message-ref="aMessageId"> 

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="aNormId"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

   <DeActivatedNorms> 

      <Norm ref="anotherNormId"/> 

   </DeActivatedNorms> 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 4 Transition Structure 

2.3  Time Sensitive Laws 

Laws may be time sensitive; that is, although an agent may be able to perform an ac-

tion a1 at time t1, it might not be able to perform the same action at time t2 (t1 < t2). 

XMLaw provides the Clock element to take care of the timing aspect. Temporal clocks 

represent time restrictions or controls and they can be used to activate other law ele-

ments. Clocks indicate that a certain period has elapsed producing clock-tick events. 

A new clock instance is created each time a clock is activated. It means that the 

clock will start counting the time from its activation and will be independent of other 

active clocks. Once activated, a clock can generate clock-tick events. Clocks can be of 

two types: regular or periodic. Regular means that it will generate only one clock-tick 

after a tick-period of milliseconds has elapsed after the clock activation. Periodic clocks 

generate clock-ticks at the interval specified by the tick-period attribute. 

Clocks are activated and deactivated by law elements, represented through the Activa-

tion and Deactivation tags (Code Segment 5). Both are referenced to other law elements, 

and they have two attributes: ref and event-type. The ref is a reference to an identifica-

tion string of a law element and the event-type is the type of event generated by the 

referenced element. The event type is necessary because some elements generate more 
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than one type of event. Then, it is possible to specify exactly what event should start 

the clock with the event type attribute. 

<Clock id="aClockId" type="regular" tick-period="1000"> 

  <Activations> 

    <Element ref="anId" event-type="anEventType"/> 

  </Activations> 

  <Deactivations> 

    <Element ref="otherId" event-type="anEventType"/> 

  </Deactivations> 

</Clock> 

Code Segment 5 Clock Element Structure 

2.4  Normative Interactions 

Norms prescribe how distributed software components ought to behave, and specify 

how they are permitted to behave and what their rights are. Each norm element has an 

activation and a deactivation condition (Code Segment 6). Norm instances carry informa-

tion about the context where the instance was generated. A context keeps information 

about the set of activated norms, the set of deactivated norms and any other data re-

garding the interaction execution. As a consequence of the relationship between norms 

and transitions, it is possible to specify which norms must be active or deactivated in 

order to fire a transition, in this sense; a transition should only fire if the sender agent 

has a specific norm. 

In XMLaw, there are three types of norms: obligations, permissions and prohi-

bitions. An obligation defines a commitment that software agents acquire while inter-

acting with other entities. For instance, the winner of an auction is obligated to pay the 

committed value and this commitment indicates that the norm must not be broken. 

Permissions define the rights of a software agent in a given moment, e.g. the winner of 

an auction has permission to interact with a bank provider through a payment proto-

col. Finally, prohibitions define forbidden actions of a software agent at a given mo-

ment, such as if an agent does not pay its debts it will not be allowed future participa-

tions in a scene. 

The structure of the Permission, Obligation and Prohibition elements are equal. 

Each type of norm contains activation and deactivation conditions. These conditions 

have the same semantic of the clock's conditions. Moreover, norms define the agent 

role that owns it through the attribute owner.  
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<Norms> 

   <Permission id="aPermissionId"> 

      <Owner>AgentRole</Owner> 

      <Activations> 

         <Element ref="anId" event-type="anEventType"/> 

      </Activations> 

      <Deactivations> 

        <Element ref="anotherId" event-type="anEventType"> 

      </Deactivations> 

      <Actions> ... </Actions> 

      <Constraints> ... </Constraints> 

   </Permission> 

   <Obligation id="anObligationId"> ... </Obligation> 

   <Prohibition id="aProhibitionId"> ... </Prohibition> 

</Norms> 

Code Segment 6 Norm Structure 

Statically, an interaction protocol defines the set of states and transitions (acti-

vated by messages or any other kind of event) allowed for components in an open sys-

tem. Norms are used together with the protocol specification, constraints, actions and 

also temporal elements to provide a dynamical configuration for the allowed behavior 

of components in an open system. Below, we describe the enforcement consequences of 

permissions, prohibitions and obligations to the execution of a protocol. 

A permission norm identifies a new trajectory that agents can choose to execute 

if it wants. For instance, if a permission norm is granted to an assembler agent to sub-

mit a request for quotation at a specific moment, this entity may request it to the sup-

plier while this condition is valid. In XMLaw, permissions are referenced in Active-

Norms tags (Code Segment 4). In the ActiveNorms tag (Code Segment 1) of scenes, permission 

instances indicate a condition for agents to enter or create scenes. 

On the other side, a prohibition norm eliminates a possible trajectory reducing 

the options that an agent must execute. For instance, if a prohibition is granted to the 

agent to submit new quotations, it could not request this kind of information to the 

supplier agent while this condition is valid. In XMLaw, prohibitions are referenced in 

DeActivatedNorms tags (Code Segment 4). And in the DeActiveNorms tag (Code Segment 1) 

of scenes, prohibition instances indicate that an agent cannot enter or create scenes. 

Composition of norms can be achieved using an obligation since obligations can 

force an agent to execute a specific trajectory. Suppose that in a specific instant an 

agent has three trajectories from which to choose. After some interactions an obligation 

is granted to him and this obligation can imply prohibitions that eliminate some of 
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agent’s alternatives. In this sense, all other alternatives that do not contribute to this 

commitment are prohibited until this duty is done. In XMLaw, obligations are refer-

enced in both ActiveNorms and DeActivatedNorms tags (Code Segment 4, Code Segment 1). 

2.5  Constraining Events 

Constraints are restrictions over norms or transitions and generally specify the allowed 

values for a specific attribute of an event. For instance, messages carry information and 

laws can be enforced on information in several ways. The message pattern enforces the 

''shape'' of messages, constraining the message structure fields. However, message pat-

tern does not describe what the allowed values for specific attributes are. In this sce-

nario, constraints are used to verify a condition regarding attributes of a message. 

Constraints are expressed using Java code. In this way, developers are free to 

build as complex constraints as needed for their applications. Constraints are defined 

inside the Norm (Code Segment 8) or Transition (Code Segment 7) tag. The Constraint element 

defines the class attribute that indicates the java class that implements the constraint. 

This class is called when a transition or a norm is supposed to fire, and basically the 

constraint analyzes if the message values or any other events’ attributes are valid. 

<Transition id=”a-transition-id” 

            from=”from-state” 

            to=”to-state” 

            message-ref=”rfq”> 

   <Constraint id=”constraintID” class=”ajavapackage.AConstraintClass”/> 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 7 Constraint Structure in Transition Tag 

<Permission id="a-Permission-Id"> 

   <Owner>...</Owner> 

   <Activations>...</Activations> 

   <DeActivations>...</DeActivations> 

   <Constraints>  

      <Constraint id="constraintID" class="aClass"/> 

   </Constraints> 

   <Actions>...</Actions> 

</Permission> 

Code Segment 8 Constraint Structure in Norm Tag 

2.6  Acting in the Environment 

Environmental actions are domain-specific Java code that run integrated with XMLaw 

specifications. Since Actions are also law elements, they can be activated by any event 

such as transition activation, norm activation, clock activation, and even action activa-
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tion. XMLaw specifies Action elements as shown in Code Segment 9. The class attrib-

ute specifies the java class in charge of the functionality implementation. The Element 

tag makes references for the events that activate this action, and many Element tags as 

needed can be defined in an action. 

<Actions> 

  <Action id="anActionId" class="apackage.ActionClass"> 

    <Element ref="generatorReference" event-type="type"/> 

    <Element ref="anotherGeneratorReference" event-type="aType"/> 

  </Action> 

</Actions> 

Code Segment 9 Action Structure 

3  Trading Agent Competition – Supply Chain Management 

We based our proof of concept prototype on the specification of the 2005’s Trading 

Agent Competition - Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM). We reuse this descrip-

tion [5] as a means to obtain the supply chain knowledge required for proposing the 

interaction rules that govern an open system in this domain. 

The TAC SCM System [3,5] has been designed with a simple set of rules to cap-

ture the complexity of a dynamic supply chain. SCM applications are composed of 

planning and coordination activities related to a supply chain. These activities involve 

different participants and organizations, and their coordination is a key factor for ship-

pers, distribution centers, suppliers and clients. This chain is extremely dynamic and 

involves an important number of products, information and resources throughout their 

different stages. 

Six assembler agents that produce Personal Computers (PCs) participate in each 

competition round of TAC SCM. These participants compete with each other and have 

to deal with the uncertainty of customer demands and also with a limited number of 

components that are offered by eight suppliers. Assembler agents need to negotiate 

with supplier agents to buy components to produce PCs. A bank agent is used to moni-

tor the progress of the participants and to determine the most profitable agent at the 

end of the competition. 

This competition represents an interesting experiment with some complexities 

concerning the interaction among those different types of agents. Every negotiation 

market available in this application has interdependencies and uncertainties. This sce-
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nario permits the establishment of different strategies for each assembler to achieve 

better results and to tame the unpredictability of the interactions in the open system. 

The rules of the game have been updated over the last three years. This evolution was 

achieved by the observation of the behavior of different agents during the last editions 

and the consequences of their actions. For instance, some interaction rules aim to pro-

tect agents from malicious participants. In the real TAC SCM architecture, there is a 

TAC Server that simulates the behavior of the suppliers, customers and bank. 

In our prototype, we converted part of the simulation components present in 

TAC SCM to external agents. We continue to have the TAC SCM Server, but this server 

aims to monitor and to analyze the compliance of agents’ behavior to laws that were 

previously established. Analyzing the TAC SCM’s requirements, we can perceive evi-

dences that interaction protocols have a set of interaction rules, and in our prototype, 

interaction rules were converted into laws.  

We chose the scenario of negotiation between the suppliers and assemblers to ex-

plain our approach. This negotiation process involves an assembler agent that buys 

components from suppliers. The bank is also present in this scenario because an as-

sembler must pay the components for the supplier. In this scenario, an assembler may 

send RFQs to each supplier everyday to order components offered by the supplier. 

Each RFQ represents a request for a specified quantity of a particular component type 

to be delivered on a date in the future [5]. The supplier collects all RFQs received dur-

ing the “day”, and processes them. On the following “day”, the supplier sends an offer 

for each RFQ back to each agent, containing the price, adjusted quantity, and due date 

[5]. Offers made by suppliers are valid only during the “day” they arrive. If the agent 

wishes to accept an offer, it must confirm it by issuing an order to the supplier. 

4  An Agent-based Open Supply Chain Management System 

There are six assembler agents that produce PCs participating in each TAC SCM in-

stance (Fig 4). Fig 4 is based on ANote’s agent class diagram [4]. These participants inter-

act with suppliers and with a bank agent. Four different components are necessary to 

assemble a PC. Each component is available in two different models. Thus, we have 

eight supplier agents. Only one bank agent is responsible for managing payment ac-
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counts. Assembler role interacts with supplier role. The bank role interacts with both 

suppliers and assemblers. 

 

Fig 4  Agent roles for TAC SCM prototype 

4.1  Scene Specification 

The design decision was to organize the scenario into two Scenes, one for the negotia-

tion process between assemblers and suppliers and the other for the payment process 

involving the assembler and the bank agent. Code Segment 10 details the initial specifica-

tion of the scene that represents the negotiation between the supplier and the assem-

bler. Each negotiation scene is valid over the duration of the competition, which is 

3300000ms (220 days x 15000ms). 

Code Segment 11 describes the payment process. We decided not to specify any 

time out to the payment scene and this is represented by the “infinity” value assigned 

by the attribute time-to-live. The assembler agent can create the negotiation scene and 

we do not specify any restriction regarding who can create the scene payment, so any 

agent can have the initiative to create it. 

<Scene id="negotiation" time-to-live="3300000"> 

   <Creators> 

      <Creator role="assembler"/> 

   </Creators> 

   <Entrance> 

      <Participant role="assembler" limit="6"/> 

      <Participant role="supplier" limit="8"/> 

   </Entrance> 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 10 Roles, relationships and cardinalities of negotiation scene 

<Scene id="payment" time-to-live="infinity"> 

   <Creators> 

      <Creator role="any"/> 

   </Creators> 

   <Entrance> 

      <Participant role="assembler" limit="1"/> 

      <Participant role="bank" limit="1"/> 

   </Entrance> 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 11 Roles, relationships and cardinalities of payment scene 
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4.2  Interaction Protocol Specification 

The negotiation between assemblers and suppliers is related to the interaction between 

the assembler role and the bank role. Basically, a payment is made through a payment 

message sent by the assembler to the bank and the bank reply with confirmation re-

sponse represented by the receipt message (Fig 5). The specification in XMLaw of this 

interaction is listed below (Code Segment 12, Code Segment 13). Fig 5 is based on ANote’s inter-

action diagram [4] and Fig 6 represents the correspondent state machine of the payment 

interaction protocol. 

 

Fig 5  Payment interaction 

 

 
Fig 6  Payment (assembler, bank) Interaction Protocol Representation 

 
<Messages> 

   <Message id="payment" template="message(inform, 

                           sender(RFQRequester,assembler), 

                           receiver(TACBank,bank), 

                           content(payment( 

                                   order(Id), 

                                   value(Value))))."/> 

   <Message id="receipt" template="message(inform, 

                           sender(TACBank,bank), 

                           receiver(RFQRequester,assembler),  

                           content(receipt( 

                                   number(ReceiptNumber))))."/> 

</Messages> 

Code Segment 12 Payment (assembler, bank) messages 
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<Protocol> 

  <States> 

    <State id="p1" type="initial" label="Initial state"/> 

    <State id="p2" type="execution"  

                   label="Confirmation pending state"/> 

    <State id="p3" type="success" label="Done state"/> 

  </States> 

  <Transitions> 

     <Transition id="payingTransition" from="p1" to="p2" 

                 message-ref="payment"/> 

     <Transition id="paymentConcludedTransition" from="p2" to="p3" 

                 message-ref="receipt"/> 

  </Transitions> 

</Protocol> 

Code Segment 13 Payment (assembler, bank) interaction protocol description 

The negotiation between assemblers and suppliers takes place in five steps (Code Segment 

15), with four messages (Code Segment 14, Fig 7) and six transitions (Code Segment 16). In this 

scene, the assembler first sends a request for a quotation message to the supplier detail-

ing the product information, including the component type, quantity and due date. An 

assembler can send other requests for quotation messages while deciding which one to 

buy. After analyzing the received requests, a supplier submits an offer message that 

includes the quantity, the price and the due date for delivering the components. After 

receiving the proposal, an assembler sends an order considering the offer and the as-

sembler’s actual storage and the demands of PCs. After receiving the order, a supplier 

commits to deliver the components. Below (Code Segment 15, Code Segment 14, Code Segment 16), 

we describe this scene in details using XMLaw. Fig 7 is based on ANote’s interaction 

diagram [4] and Fig 8 represents the state machine of the payment interaction protocol. 

 
Fig 7  Negotiation interaction diagram 
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<Messages> 

   <Message id="rfq" template="message(cfp,  

            sender(Assembler,assembler), 

            receiver(Supplier,supplier), 

            content(product-details(rfqId(Id), 

            component(Type),quantity(Quantity),dueDate(Date))))."/> 

   <Message id="offer" template="message(propose, 

            sender(Supplier,supplier), 

            receiver(Assembler,assembler), 

            content(product-details(offerId(Id), 

                  rfqId(Rid),quantity(Quantity), 

                  unitPrice(Price),dueDate(Date))))."/> 

   <Message id="order" template="message(accept-proposal, 

            sender(Assembler,assembler), 

            receiver(Supplier,supplier), 

            content(product-details(offerId(Id),rfqId(Rid))))."/> 

   <Message id="delivery" template="message(inform, 

            sender(Supplier,supplier), 

            receiver(Assembler,assembler), 

            content(product-details(orderId(Id))))."/> 

</Messages> 

Code Segment 14 Negotiation (assembler, supplier): Messages 

 
Fig 8 Negotiation (assembler, supplier) Interaction Protocol Representation 

<States> 

   <State id="as1" type="initial" label="Initial state"/> 

   <State id="as2" type="execution" label="Waiting Quotations"/> 

   <State id="as3" type="execution" label="Waiting Orders"/> 

   <State id="as4" type="execution" label="Producing "/> 

   <State id="as5" type="success" label="Done state"/> 

</States> 

Code Segment 15 Negotiation (assembler, supplier): States 
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<Protocol> 

   <States>...</States> 

   <Transitions> 

      <Transition id="rfqTransition" from="as1" to="as2" 

                  message-ref="rfq">...</Transition> 

      <Transition id="newRFQTransition" from="as2" to="as2" 

                  message-ref="rfq">...</Transition> 

      <Transition id="otherRFQTransition" from="as3" to="as2" 

                  message-ref="rfq">...</Transition> 

      <Transition id="offerTransition" from="as2" to="as3" 

                  message-ref="offer">...</Transition> 

      <Transition id="orderTransition" from="as3" to="as4" 

                  message-ref="order"/> 

      <Transition id="deliveryTransition" 

                  from="as4" to="as5" 

                  message-ref="delivery">...</Transition> 

   </Transitions> 

</Protocol> 

Code Segment 16 Negotiation (assembler, supplier):Transitions 

After specifying the main elements and the structure of the scenes, it is possible 

to define in which state the agent roles will enter the open MAS. In this example, the 

assembler will enter the process in the state as1 of scene negotiation and p1 of scene 

payment, the supplier in the state as2 of scene negotiation and the bank in the state p2 

of scene payment (Code Segment 17, Code Segment 18). 

<Scene id="payment" time-to-live="infinity"> 

   <Creators> 

      <Creator role="any"/> 

   </Creators> 

   <Entrance> 

      <Participant role="assembler" limit="1"> 

         <State ref="p1"/> 

      </Participant> 

      <Participant role="bank" limit="1"> 

         <State ref="p2"/> 

      </Participant> 

   </Entrance> ... 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 17 Refinement of payment scene: Participant Entrance 
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<Scene id="negotiation" time-to-live="3300000"> 

   <Creators> 

      <Creator role="assembler"/> 

   </Creators> 

   <Entrance> 

      <Participant role="assembler" limit="6"> 

         <State ref="as1"/> 

      </Participant> 

      <Participant role="supplier" limit="8"> 

         <State ref="as2"/> 

      </Participant> 

   </Entrance> 

   ... 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 18 Refinement of negotiation scene: Participant Entrance 

4.3  Norm Specification 

To illustrate the use of norms in TAC SCM, we implemented using XMLaw the relation 

between a request for quote (RFQ) sent by an assembler and an offer that will be sent 

by a supplier. Below, we briefly describe the specification according to [5]:  

On the day following of the arrival of a request for quotation, the supplier sends back to 

each agent an offer for each RFQ, containing the price, adjusted quantity and due date. It is pos-

sible that the supplier will not be able to supply the entire quantity requested in the RFQ by the 

due date, even if the reserve price does not constrain the quantity. In this situation, the supplier 

may respond by issuing up to two amended offers, each of which relaxes one of the two con-

straints, quantity and due date: (i) a partial offer is generated if the supplier can deliver only 

part of the requested quantity on the due date specified in the RFQ (quantity relaxed); or (ii) an 

earliest complete offer is generated to reject the earliest day that the supplier can deliver the en-

tire quantity requested (due date relaxed).  

Offers are received the day following the submission of RFQs, and the assembler must 

choose whether to accept them. In the case an agent attempts to order both the partial offer and 

the earliest complete offer, only the order that arrives earlier will be considered and the others 

will be ignored 

The implementation of this rule in XMLaw is illustrated in Code Segment 19, Code 

Segment 20 and Code Segment 21. A permission was created to define a context in the con-

versation that is used to control when the offer message is valid considering the infor-

mation sent by an RFQ. For this purpose, two constraints were defined into the per-

mission context, one determining the possible configurations of offer attributes that a 
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supplier can send to an assembler. Furthermore, a verification is made by a constraint 

to guarantee that a valid offer message was generated; that is, the offer is sent one day 

after the RFQ. This permission is only valid if both the constraints are true. There are 

three transitions that have the same structure: rfqTransition, newRFQTransition and 

otherRFQTransition. Below, we only illustrate the rfqTransition and describe its 

XMLaw specification (Code Segment 19). 

<Transition id="rfqTransition" from="as1" to="as2" 

            message-ref="rfq"> 

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="AssemblerPermissionRFQ"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

</Transition> 

<Transition id="offerTransition" from="as2" to="as3"  

            message-ref="offer">  

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="RestrictOfferValues"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 19 Transition Specification 

In this experiment, we have extended the XMLaw to include the context con-

cept. A context is the locus where the law element will act. Elements in the same con-

text use the same local memory to share information, i.e., putting, getting and updating 

any value that is important for other law elements. For a better presentation, we split 

the one example of context usage in Code Segment 20 and Code Segment 21. The keepRFQInfo 

Action preserves the information present in the rfq message to be later used by the 

checkAttributes and checkDates Contraints. 

<Permission id="RestrictOfferValues"> 

 <Owner>Supplier</Owner> 

  <Activations> 

  <Element ref="rfqTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  <Element ref="otherRFQTransition"  

           event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  <Element ref="newRFQTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  </Activations> 

  <Deactivations> 

   <Element ref="offerTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  </Deactivations> 

  <Actions> ...</Actions> 

  <Constraints> ...</Constraints>  

</Permission> 

Code Segment 20 Norm structure specification 
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<Permission id="RestrictOfferValues"> 

... 

<Actions> 

 <Action id="keepRFQInfo" class="tacscm.norm.actions.KeepRFQAction"> 

  <Element ref="rfqTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  <Element ref="otherRFQTransition"  

           event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  <Element ref="newRFQTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

 </Action> 

</Actions> 

<Constraints> 

  <Constraint id="checkDates"  

              class="tacscm.norm.constraints.CheckValidDay"/> 

 <Constraint id="checkAttributes"  

             class="tacscm.norm.constraints.CheckValidMessage"/> 

</Constraints>  

</Permission> 

Code Segment 21 Actions and Constraints specification 

Now, we detail the permission on the maximum number of requests for quota-

tions that an assembler can submit to a supplier. According to TAC SCM specification 

[4], each day, each agent may send up to a maximum number of RFQs. Besides this 

permission, the constraint over the acceptable due date of a RFQ (checkCounter) regu-

lates the same interaction point, the request for quote message. The constraint check-

DueDate (Code Segment 22) is associated with the transition rfqTransition. It means that if 

the verification is not true the transition will not be fired. 

<Transition id="rfqTransition" from="as1" to="as2" 

            message-ref="rfq"> 

   <Constraints> 

      <Constraint id="checkDueDate"/> 

   </Constraints> 

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="AssemblerPermissionRFQ"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 22 Permission and Constraint over RFQ message 

The constraint checkCounter (Code Segment 23) is associated with the permission 

AssemblerPermissionRFQ. It means that if the verification is not true the norm will not 

be valid, even if it is activated. The action ZeroCounter (Code Segment 23) is defined under 

the permission AssemblerPermissionRFQ and it is triggered by a clock-tick everyday, 

zeroing the value of the counter of the number of requests issued by the assembler dur-

ing this day. The other action orderID (Code Segment 23) is activated by every transition 

transitionRFQ and is used to count the number of RFQs issued by the assembler, up-

dating a local counter. 
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<Permission id="AssemblerPermissionRFQ"> 

   <Owner>Assembler</Owner> 

   <Activations> 

      <Element ref="negotiation" event-type="scene_creation"/> 

   </Activations> 

   <Deactivations> 

       <Element ref="orderTransition" 

                event-type="transition_activation"/> 

   </Deactivations> 

   <Constraints>  

      <Constraint id="checkCounter"/> 

   </Constraints> 

  <Actions> 

   <Action id="permissionRenew"  

           class="tacscm.norm.actions.ZeroCounter"> 

       <Element ref="nextDay" event-type="clock_tick"/> 

   </Action> 

   <Action id="orderID"> 

     <Element ref="rfqTransition" event-type="transition_activation"/> 

   </Action> 

  </Actions> 

</Permission> 

Code Segment 23 Norm description 

Finally, a clock nextDay (Code Segment 24) is defined to mark the day period, and 

this mark is used to zero the counter of RFQs by the action ZeroCounter (Code Segment 

23). 

<Clocks> 

 <Clock id="nextDay" type="periodic" tick-period="100000000"> 

  <Activations> 

   <Element ref="negotiation" event-type="scene_creation"/> 

  </Activations> 

  <Deactivations> 

    <Element ref="negotiation"  

             event-type="sucessful_scene_completion"/> 

  </Deactivations> 

 </Clock> 

</Clocks> 

Code Segment 24 Clock Description 

Another example of law is used to specify the relationship between orders and 

offers of the negotiation protocol. According to [5], agents confirm supplier offers by 

issuing orders. After that, an assembler has a commitment with a supplier, and this 

commitment is expressed as an obligation. It is expected that suppliers receive a pay-

ment for its components. This requirement specifies the structure of the ObligationTo-

Pay obligation (Code Segment 28), defining that it will be activated by an order message 

and that it will be deactivated with the delivery of the components and also with the 

payment. 
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A supplier will only deliver the product if the assembler has the obligation to 

pay for them (Code Segment 25). The assembler can only enter into the payment scene if it 

has an obligation to pay for the products (Code Segment 26). An assembler cannot enter 

into another negotiation scene if it has obligations that were not fulfilled (Code Segment 

27). 

<Transition id="orderTransition" from="as3" to="as4" 

            message-ref="order"/> 

<Transition id="deliveryTransition" from="as4" to="as5" 

            message-ref="delivery"> 

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="ObligationToPay"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 25 Law that impacts the Negotiation Scene and the Payment Scene 

<Scene id="payment" time-to-live="infinity"> 

   <ActiveNorms> 

      <Norm ref="ObligationToPay"/> 

   </ActiveNorms> 

   ... 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 26 Agents must have the norm to create the payment scene 

<Scene id="negotiation" time-to-live="3300000"> 

   <DeActivatedNorms> 

      <Norm ref="ObligationToPay"/> 

   </DeActivatedNorms> 

   ... 

</Scene> 

Code Segment 27 Agents must not have the norm to create the negotiation scene 

<Norms> 

   <Obligation id="ObligationToPay"> 

      <Owner>Assembler</Owner> 

      <Activations> 

         <Element ref="orderTransition"  

                  event-type="transition_activation"/> 

      </Activations> 

      <Deactivations> 

          <Element ref="payingTransition"  

                   event-type="transition_activation"/> 

      </Deactivations> 

   </Obligation> 

</Norms> 

Code Segment 28 Norms of the organization 

4.4  Actions and Constraints – Norms’ Refinement 

In this prototypical version, we considered the source of assemblers and suppliers 

agents as unknown. So these two roles will only be fulfilled during the execution of the 
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open system. Below, we present the refinements proposed to the law described above. 

According to [5]: 

1. each day, each agent may send up to five RFQs to each supplier for each 

of the products offered by that supplier, for a total of ten RFQs per sup-

plier. Another action component named RFQCounter2005 is plugged-in 

(Code Segment 30 ). It counts the number of RFQs according to the type of 

component. The CounterLimit2005 also chooses a specific counter for 

each type of component that a supplier provides;  

2. an RFQ with DueDate beyond the end of the game will not be consid-

ered by the supplier. RFQs with due dates beyond the end of the game, 

or with due dates earlier than 2 days in the future, will not be consid-

ered. It is implemented by the constraint ValiDate2005 (Code Segment 30). 

<Transition id="rfqTransition" 

            from="as1" to="as2" 

            message-ref="rfq"> 

   <Constraints> 

      <Constraint id="checkDueDate" 

           class="tacscm.constraints.ValiDate2005"/> 

   </Constraints> 

   ... 

</Transition> 

Code Segment 29 Constraint checkDueDate instance for TAC SCM 2005 

<Permission id="AssemblerPermissionRFQ"> 

 <Constraints>  

   <Constraint id="checkCounter" 

              class="tacscm.norm.constraints.CounterLimit2005"/> 

 </Constraints> 

 <Actions> 

   <Action id="orderID" 

          class="tacscm.norm.actions.RFQCounter2005">...</Action> 

 </Actions> 

</Permission> 

Code Segment 30 Permission AssemblerPermissionRFQ instance for TAC SCM 2005 

According to [5], suppliers wishing to protect themselves from defaults will bill 

agents immediately for a portion of the cost of each order placed. The remainder of the 

value of the order will be billed when the order is shipped. In TAC SCM 2005, the 

down payment ratio is 10%.  This down payment is implemented by the action Sup-

plierPayment (Code Segment 31). 
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<Obligation id="ObligationToPay"> 

  <Owner>Assembler</Owner> 

  <Activations> 

  <Element ref="orderTransition"  

           event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  </Activations> 

  <Deactivations> 

   <Element ref="payingTransition" 

            event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  </Deactivations> 

  <Actions> 

  <Action id="supplierPayment"  

          class="tacscm.norm.actions.SupplierPayment"> 

    <Element ref="orderTransition"  

             event-type="transition_activation"/> 

  </Action> 

 </Actions> 

</Obligation> 

Code Segment 31 ObligationToPay instance for TAC SCM 2005 

5  Related Work  

It is possible to cite at least three important research works with goals very similar to 

the conceptual model used here. In Esteva approach [8], scenes are similar to the proto-

col elements proposed in this paper. Both Esteva scenes and protocol elements specify 

the interaction protocol using a global view of the interaction. It means that all the in-

teraction among the agents is specified in only one protocol as opposed to individual 

agent views, where many partial views of the protocol (one of each agent) are speci-

fied. The time aspect is represented in Esteva approach as timeouts. Timeouts allow 

activating transitions after a given number of time units passed since a state was 

reached. On the other hand, due to our event model, the clock element proposed in this 

paper could both activate and deactivate not only transitions, but also other clocks and 

norms. Connecting clocks to norms allows a more expressive normative behavior; 

norms become time sensitive elements. Furthermore, we also include the concept of 

actions, which allows execution of java code in response to some interaction situation.  

OMNI [14] is a framework for modeling agent organizations. This framework is 

composed of three dimensions: normative, organizational and ontological. These di-

mensions aim to cover from analysis to implementation of agent organizations. In the 

normative dimension, developers specify the mechanisms of social order, in terms of 

common norms and rules, to which members are expected to adhere. The organiza-

tional dimension describes the structure of an organization. The ontological dimension 
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defines environment and contextual relations and communication aspects in organiza-

tions. In addition, each one of these dimensions can be viewed in three abstraction lev-

els: abstract, concrete and implementation. In the abstract level, the general organiza-

tion goals are defined in a high level of abstraction. It also contains the definition of the 

ontology of the model itself. Based on the abstract level, norms, rules, roles, interaction 

protocols and concrete ontological concepts are defined. The implementation level as-

sumes a given multi-agent architecture as basis for the implementation of the organiza-

tional model, and also mechanisms for role enactment and norm enforcement. 

Minsky [2, 10] proposes a coordination and control mechanism called law-

governed interaction (LGI). This mechanism is based upon two basic principles: the 

local nature of the LGI laws and a decentralization of law enforcement. The local na-

ture of LGI laws means that a law can regulate explicitly only local events at individual 

home agents, where home agent is the agent being regulated by the laws; the ruling for 

an event α can depend only on α itself, and on the local home agent’s context; and the 

ruling for an event can mandate only local operations to be carried out at the home 

agent. On the other hand, the decentralization of law enforcement is an architectural 

decision argued as necessary for achieving scalability. Furthermore, it provides a lan-

guage to specify laws and it is concerned with architectural decisions to achieve a high 

degree of robustness. In contrast, our approach provides an explicit conceptual model 

and focuses on different concepts such as Scenes, Norms and Clocks. 

6  Conclusions 

Trust is a belief an agent has that the other party will act as expected [6]. In open multi-

agent systems, in which components are autonomous and heterogeneous, trust is cru-

cial. This paper presented a law-governed mechanism to ensure trust and augment re-

liability on open systems and the implementation of an agent-based open supply chain 

management system using this approach. The mechanism is based on governing the 

interactions in the system. This is a non-intrusive method, which allows the independ-

ent development of the agents of the open system – they are only required to follow the 

protocols specified for the system. 

We presented a conceptual model of law elements and a language to specify 

these laws, the XMLaw. Law elements are the constituent parts of the laws and can 
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comprise actions, clocks, constraints, norms, protocols, scenes and transitions. The con-

tributions of this paper include the extension of XMLaw including a better explanation 

and definition of permission, prohibition and obligation norms; norms can be indi-

rectly verifiable by introducing extra resources in a context (e.g. data structures or con-

straints); restrictions can temporarily disable norms; a norm can be required to be deac-

tivated to enter into a scene or even to fire a transition; and it is possible to specify the 

maximum number of participants of a specific role in a scene. 

This paper offered a complete example of the law government approach, using 

a real open system environment for supply chain management, the TAC SCM. We 

showed some scene specifications, which includes the specification of every element 

agents, protocols, constraints, norms, and so on. This case study intends to illustrate 

how our approach can be used. This first real size case study development using law-

government showed that this is an interesting and promising approach; it improves the 

open system design, by incorporating reliability aspects. The application development 

experience showed us that it is possible to obtain benefits from the use of proper engi-

neering concepts for its specification and construction.  However, more experiments 

with real-life MAS applications are needed to evaluate and validate the proposed ap-

proach. 
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